URBAN AND RURAL RUNOFF ROUTING

MODEL WITH CONFIDENCE

WHAT CAN xprafts MODEL?
xprafts will enable you to perform hydrologic watershed
assessment with ease and flexibility. Tracking water from
rainfall, through channels, ponds, and WSUD structures,

xprafts will give you an accurate analysis of watershed flow
response.
•

Natural waterways, formalised channels, pipe systems

•

Retarding and retention basins

•

Urban drainage systems with Water Sensitive Urban Design
(WSUD) practices

•

On-site detention (OSD), community or regional level
detention systems

EFFICIENCY

•

Interconnected ponds

Your time is worth money. xprafts provides you with tools

•

Flood forecasting, dambreak and subsequent floodplain

that help make the best use of your modelling time.

management activities
•

Probable Maximum Precipitation (PMP) and resulting
Probable Maximum Flood (PMF)

•

Continuous flow simulation using historical storm
events and Philip’s full water balance infiltration model

GIS Integration. Dynamically link to almost any external
database to build your model and populate model parameter
fields. Streamlined linkage to ESRI and MapInfo databases allows
you to take advantage of the GIS data without the limitations
and cost of using a GIS software license.
Automatic Storm Generator. Create storms with any duration
from one year ARI to Probable Maximum Precipitation. Analyse
multiple storm events in a single run.
PMP Estimation. The methods for PMP generation recommended by the Australian Bureau of Meteorology for short or long
duration are automated in xprafts, including the laborious storm
ellipse overlay analysis.
Storage Basin Optimisation. Optimisation methods built into
the software will help design storage basins and outlet structures to
meet maximum discharge and maximum storage requirements.
Templates. Save time by using standard templates that contain
commonly used loss model values and storm temporal patterns.

VERSATILE RESULTS

Accepted Methods. Use ARR and Bureau of Meteorology

You need to view and understand model output easily. Your

generation for events from less than one year return period all

reputation as a modeller depends on those results.
XP Tables. View and edit model input/output data in a usercustomisable spreadsheet environment.

accepted methods to provide accurate automated design storm
the way to the Probable Maximum Precipitation.
Calibration Tools. Use built-in calibration tools with real event
rainfall and runoff gauged data from external files to produce

Graphical Encoding and Spatial Reports. Colour code and

accurately calibrated xprafts models.

label your drainage network based on input and/or output to

Cumulative WSUD Analysis. Detailed inclusion of WSUD

quickly communicate model conditions to an audience.

components at an allotment scale helps provide accurate

Customisable Graphs. Compare multiple storm results at

accumulative effects on large urban and mixed catchments.

multiple model locations with easily configurable graphing

Hydraulic Model Support. Accurately estimate inflow

tools.

hydrographs for inclusion in more detailed 1D/2D dynamic

Hydrograph Export. Transfer hydrographs easily to xpswmm or

hydraulic floodplain analysis. If the inflow hydrograph is not

xpstorm for more in-depth hydraulic analysis. Hydrograph export

right, the hydraulics don’t matter!

format is also supported for several other popular hydraulic

Real-time Analysis. Provide up-to-date calibrated catchment

modelling software packages.

models for accurate real time flood forecasting based on
projected rainfall from the Bureau of Meteorology.

WHY USE xprafts?
Engineers make crucial decisions on behalf of their
companies, clients and constituents based on hydrologic
watershed response. In order to make these decisions, they
rely on modelling software to provide results as close to
real-life as possible. The following are features in xprafts that
work together to provide accurate modelling results:

xprafts
xprafts is a robust runoff routing model that is used extensively throughout Australia and the
Asia Pacific region for hydrologic and hydraulic analysis of storm water drainage and conveyance
systems.

xprafts simulates both urban and rural catchments ranging in size between a single house allotment
up to thousands of square kilometre river systems. xprafts includes components to model all types of
sub-catchments, natural and artificial storages of any size as well as channel and river storage
throughout the catchment.
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